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ABSTRACT
In this work, a Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF)-based Robust Least-Squares Frequency-Invariant (RLSFI) beamformer design is proposed. The HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer accounts
for the influence of a robot’s head on the sound field. The performance of the new HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer is evaluated using signal-based measures and word error rates for an off-the-shelf
speech recognizer, and is compared to the performance of the original free-field RLSFI beamformer design. The experimental results
confirm the efficacy of the proposed HRTF-based beamformer design for robot audition.
Index Terms— Spatial filtering, robust superdirective beamforming, white noise gain, signal enhancement, robot audition
1. INTRODUCTION
A key problem in robot audition is to extract the desired source signal from a mixture of desired and interfering sources as well as background noise. For this purpose, beamforming techniques can be employed.
Typically, beamformers are designed assuming free-field propagation of sound waves. However, when applied to a microphone
array mounted at a robot’s head, these beamformers do not account
for the influence of the robot’s head on the sound field, e.g., attenuation of sound waves, which reduces the signal enhancement performance. To overcome this limitation, Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) can be incorporated into the beamformer design by
substituting the free-field steering vectors with HRTFs.
In [1], this strategy has been used to improve the separation
performance of a geometrically constrained source separation algorithm. In [2, 3, 4], a set of HRTF-based Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformers, designed under the assumption of a diffuse noise field, has been used as a pre-processing
stage for a blind source separation algorithm. In all cases, the source
separation performance was increased.
In this contribution, a Robust Least-Squares FrequencyInvariant (RLSFI) beamformer, originally proposed in [5], is extended by incorporating HRTFs instead of free-field steering vectors
into the beamformer design. The HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer
accounts for the influence of the robot’s head onto the sound field
and allows for a direct control of the tradeoff between the beamformer’s directivity and robustness. Thus, it is very well suited
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for the application to robot audition. The proposed HRTF-based
RLSFI beamformer is compared to the original free-field RLSFI
beamformer by evaluating frequency-weighted segmental Signal-toNoise Ratio (fwSegSNR) values and Word Error Rates (WERs) of
an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system in a multi-speaker
scenario.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: In Section 2.1, the original beamformer design is briefly summarized and
in Section 2.2 the new HRTF-based design is introduced. Section 3
contains an evaluation and comparison of the signal enhancement
performance of both beamformer designs. A conclusion and an outlook to future work is given in Section 4.
2. ROBUST FILTER-AND-SUM BEAMFORMING
2.1. Robust least-squares frequency-invariant (RLSFI) beamforming
In Fig. 1, the block diagram of a Filter-and-Sum Beamformer (FSB)
is illustrated. The output signal y[k] at time instant k is obtained by
convolving the microphone signals xn [k], n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} with
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters wn = [wn,0 , . . . , wn,L−1 ]T
of length L, followed by a summation over all N channels. Column
vector pn represents the position of the n-th microphone in Cartesian coordinates. The beamformer response of an FSB as depicted
in Fig. 1 is given as [5, 6, 7]:
B(ω, φ, θ) =

N−1
X

Wn (ω)gn (ω, φ, θ),

(1)

n=0

PL−1
−jωl
where Wn (ω) =
is the Discrete-Time Fourier
l=0 wn,l e
Transform (DTFT) representation of wn . The sensor response
of the n-th sensor to a plane wave with frequency ω traveling in the direction (φ, θ) is represented by gn (ω, φ, θ), with φ
and θ denoting azimuth and elevation angle, respectively, defined
as in [7]. Assuming free-field propagation, the sensor response
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Fig. 1. Illustration of filter-and-sum beamforming [6].
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where b̂ = [B̂(φ0 , θ0 ), . . . , B̂(φM −1 , θM −1 )]T is a vector
containing the desired responses for all look directions, matrix
T
[G(ωp )]mn=e−jkm pn , wf (ωp )=[W0 (ωp ), . . . , WN−1 (ωp )]T , and
T
T
d(ωp ) = [e−jkd p0 , . . . , e−jkd pN −1 ]T is the steering vector corresponding to the desired look direction (φd , θd ) with respective wave
vector kd . Operator (·)H denotes transposition of conjugate complex vectors or matrices. Since the same desired response is chosen for all frequencies, the entries of b̂ are frequency-independent
[5]. Equation (2) represents the LS approximation of the desired response. The first part of (3) represents the WNG constraint, where
γ is the lower bound on the WNG, which has to be defined by the
user. The second part of (3) describes the distortionless response
constraint which ensures that the desired signal coming from direction (φd , θd ) remains undistorted. The optimization problem in
(2),(3) has to be solved for each frequency ωp separately.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the RLSFI beamformer design
described above. The beamformer was designed for N = 5 microphones mounted at the head of a humanoid robot as illustrated
in Fig 6(b). The design was carried out for a frequency range
300 Hz ≤ f ≤ 5000 Hz (chosen with the application to speech
signal capture in mind) and for two different WNG constraint values
γdB = 10 log10 (γ) ∈ {−25, −15} dB. For the FIR approximation,
a filter length L = 1024 was used. For the free-field steering vectors,
the position of the microphones in Cartesian coordinates is required,
which is known due to the fixed array geometry. Figs. 2a) and 2b)
show the resulting beampatterns BPdB (. . .) = 10 log10 (|B(. . .)|2 )
and Fig. 2c) illustrates the corresponding WNG. The beampatterns
T
were evaluated with gn (ω, φ, θ) = e−jk pn , i.e., by using the
free-field steering vectors as sensor responses. The main beam was
formed towards broadside (φd = 90◦ ) at an elevation of θd = 56◦ ,
with the elevation accounting for the small size of the robot relative
to that of a human communication partner. The two beampatterns
show a good spatial selectivity across the desired frequency range.
However, the main beam broadens for lower frequencies. A higher
WNG constraint γdB leads to a broader beam at lower frequencies,
similar to a delay-and-sum beamformer with uniform filter weights,
which is the most robust beamformer [5, 6]. Thus, the WNG constraint gives the user direct control over the tradeoff between directivity and robustness of the beamformer. Both designs fulfill the required WNG with some slight deviations, which are due to the FIR
approximation of the optimum filter coefficients.

Fig. 2. Design example of free-field-based RLSFI beamformer for a
five-element microphone array. Beampatterns for WNG constraints
a) γdB = −25 dB and b) γdB = −15 dB. The resulting WNG in
illustrated in c).
2.2. HRTF-based robust least-squares frequency-invariant
(RLSFI) beamforming
The steering vectors in G(ωp ) and d(ωp ) in (2) and (3), respectively,
rely on the assumption of free-field propagation of sound waves.
Thus, the beamformer design presented in Section 2.1 does not take
the effect of the robot’s head on the sound field into account. The
consequence is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the beampattern of
the free-field-based RLSFI beamformer design with γdB = −15 dB,
calculated with measured sensor responses gn (ω, φ, θ) = hmn (ω),
where hmn (ω) is the measured HRTF between the m-th source position and n-th sensor at frequency ω.
The spatial selectivity is drastically reduced as can be seen from
comparison of Fig. 3 with Fig. 2b). In addition, no distortionless
response in the desired look direction is maintained anymore.
To overcome this limitation, an HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer design is presented in the following, where the free-field
steering vectors in the optimization problem (2),(3) are substituted
with a set of HRTFs. The HRTF-based RLSFI optimization problem
can then be formulated as
(4)
argmin kGHRTF (ωp )wf (ωp ) − b̂k22
wf (ωp )
subject to
|wfT (ωp )dHRTF (ωp )|2
≥ γ > 0,
wfH (ωp )wf (ωp )
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gn (ω, φ, θ) = e−jk pn is a free-field steering vector with wave vector k = − ωc [sin(θ)cos(φ), sin(θ)sin(φ), cos(θ)]T , and speed of
sound c. Operator (·)T denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix.
In [5], the design of a RLSFI FSB was proposed that approximates a desired beamformer response B̂(ω, φ, θ) at each frequency
ω in the Least-Squares (LS) sense subject to a distortionless response constraint in the desired look direction and a constraint on
the White Noise Gain (WNG). In order to obtain a numerical
solution, the LS approximation is performed for a discrete set of
P frequencies ωp , p ∈ {0, . . . , P − 1} and M look directions
(φm , θm ), m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}. The optimization problem of the
RLSFI FSB formulated in matrix notation is given as [5]
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the beampattern in dB of the five-element
free-field-based RLSFI beamformer with WNG constraint γdB =
−15 dB, computed with HRTFs as sensor responses gn (ω, φ, θ).
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where
(6)

hd1 (ωp ),

...,

T
hdN−1 (ωp )
(7)

includes the HRTFs between the source located at the desired look
direction (φd , θd ) and all N microphones at frequency ωp . The
HRTF-based design no longer requires knowledge of the microphone positions, but the HRTFs in GHRTF (ωp ) and dHRTF (ωp )
need to be measured before the beamformer is designed. The optimization problem in (4) and (5) is also convex and is solved using
CVX.
A design example of the HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer is
shown in Fig. 4. The same parameters as for the design example in Fig. 2 were used. The beamformer was steered towards
(φd , θd ) = (90◦ , 56◦ ). Note that as opposed to the examples in
Figs. 2 and 3 the illustrated beamformer design is now based on
HRTFs, which were measured for all M look directions using maximum length sequences [8]. For calculating beampatterns and WNG,
the measured HRTFs were used as sensor responses, as for the beampattern presented in Fig. 3. Similar to the free-field-based design, the
two beampatterns show a good spatial selectivity across the desired
frequency range. A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4b) shows that the
HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer now produces a good spatial selectivity under realistic conditions. By comparing the design examples
in Figs. 2 and 4, it can be seen that the HRTF-based design yields a
broader main beam at lower frequencies for γdB = −15 dB than the
free-field design. Also, the WNG of the HRTF-based design is lower
than for the free-field design at higher frequencies. This confirms
that the HRTF-based design cannot fully compensate the influence
of the robot’s head.
A closer look reveals that using HRTFs instead of free-field
steering vectors for the beamformer design has the effect of limiting the maximum WNG that can be achieved by the resulting beamformer weights. The limitation is due to the fact that HRTFs usually
have lower amplitudes than free-field steering vectors. Thus, in order to maintain the distortionless response of the beamformer in the
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Fig. 5. Illustration of
WNG γmax (ωp ) for the
HRTF-based beamformer design. In general, a lower maximum
WNG is obtained than for the free-field design.
desired look direction, larger filter weights are needed to compensate for the lower amplitude of the HRTFs, which then results in
a lower WNG. The maximum possible WNG γmax of the HRTFbased RLSFI beamformer can be determined by solving the following optimization problem:
|wfT (ωp )dHRTF (ωp )|2
γmax (ωp ) = max
(8)
wf (ωp )
wfH (ωp )wf (ωp )
subject to
wfT (ωp )dHRTF (ωp ) = 1,

(9)

which is also a convex optimization problem. For free-field steering vectors, the outcome of this optimization problem is always
γmax (ωp ) = N . In Fig. 5, γmax,dB (ωp ) is illustrated for a frequency range of 300 Hz ≤ f ≤ 5000 Hz and for desired look
directions 0◦ ≤ φd ≤ 180◦ at an elevation angle of θd = 56◦ .
The microphone array configuration was the same as for the previous design examples illustrated in Figs. 2 - 4. It can be seen that
the maximum possible WNG γmax,dB of the HRTF-based RLSFI
beamformer is lower than 10 log10 (N = 5) ≈ 7 dB of the freefield-based design for all directions and frequencies. Moreover, it is
both look-direction- and frequency-dependent. A strategy to overcome the limitation of the WNG is to remove the distortionless response constraint from the optimization problem in (4) and (5). The
spatial directivity would still be preserved to some extent due to the
desired response that is approximated in the LS sense. This strategy,
however, is not analyzed within this work but will be part of future
studies.
3. SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT EVALUATION
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In the following, the free-field- and HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer
are compared with respect to their signal enhancement performance.
At first, the experimental setup is introduced, followed by the presentation of the results of the signal enhancement evaluation.
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Fig. 4. Design example of HRTF-based RLSFI beamformer for a
five-element microphone array. Beampatterns for WNG constraints
a) γdB = −25 dB and b) γdB = −15 dB. The resulting WNG is
illustrated in c).

The overall quality of the enhanced signal at the beamformer output was evaluated using Word Error Rates (WERs) of an automatic
speech recognizer. The ASR engine PocketSphinx [9] was used with
an acoustic model trained on clean speech from the GRID corpus
[10], using MFCC+∆+∆∆ features and cepstral mean normalization. For the computation of the WER scores, only the letter and
the number in the utterance were evaluated, as in the CHiME challenge [11]. The test signal contained 200 utterances. Moreover, the
fwSegSNR as defined in [12] was evaluated. For calculating the
input and output fwSegSNR, the desired signal at the center microphone and at the beamformer output were used as reference signal,
respectively.
The two beamformer designs were evaluated in a two-speaker
scenario where one interfering speech source was always located at
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φint = 45◦ , and the desired speech source was located at positions
between φd = 0◦ and φd = 180◦ in steps of 30◦ , as illustrated in
Fig. 6(a). All sources were located at an elevation of θd = 56◦ . For
all experiments, a Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) of 0 dB was
considered, and no additional noise was added to the microphone
signals. Moreover, the exact Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) of the desired source was assumed to be known.
The microphone signals were generated by convolving cleanspeech sources with Room Impulse Responses (RIRs), which were
measured in a lab room with a reverberation time of T60 = 190 ms
and a critical distance [13] of approximately 1.2 m, using maximum
length sequences. The source-robot distance was 1.1 m, and the relative height of the source with respect to the robot’s head was 0.73 m,
simulating a taller human which is interacting with the NAO robot
which is of height 0.57 m [14]. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the employed microphone positions at the robot’s head. The set of prototype HRTFs
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Fig. 6. Illustration of evaluated source positions and the employed
microphone positions at the robot’s head.
which is required for the HRTF-based beamformer design was measured for the same microphone configuration and source positions as
for the RIR measurements. The measurements were carried out for
the robot looking towards broadside (φ = 90◦ ), at an elevation of
θ = 90◦ .

3.2. Results
In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), the WERs and the fwSegSNR, obtained at the
input and at the output of the free-field- and HRTF-based beamformers are illustrated. The results show that for φd ∈ {30◦ , 60◦ }, both
beamformers have a limited performance, which is due to the close
interfering source at φint = 45◦ . For most of the scenarios, the
WER at the output is significantly decreased by both beamformer
designs, with WER reductions of up to 21.5 and 13.5 percentage
points for the HRTF-based and free-field-based beamformer, respectively. Most importantly, the HRTF-based beamformer yields significantly lower WERs in almost all scenarios than the free-fieldbased design, with relative WER reductions between the free-fieldand HRTF-based beamformer of up to 13 percentage points. The
obtained fwSegSNR values in Fig 7(b) show a similar behaviour.
Both beamformers significantly improve the input signal by 6.8 and
4.7 dB at the most, for the HRTF-based and free-field-based beamformer, respectively. For φd ∈ {30◦ , 60◦ }, the signal enhancement
performance of both beamformers is similar. Analogously to the
WERs, the HRTF-based design clearly outperforms the free-fieldbased design in the remaining scenarios, with relative fwSegSNR
improvements of up to 3.6 dB between the free-field- and HRTFbased design, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of WERs in % and fwSegSNR levels in dB, obtained at the input and at the output of the free-field- and HRTFbased beamformers.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, an HRTF-based beamformer design was presented
which incorporates HRTFs instead of free-field steering vectors into
its optimization problem. It therefore can account for effects of the
head of a humanoid robot on the sound field. Experiments have
shown that the signal enhancement performance of the new HRTFbased beamformer is significantly higher than of the original freefield design. Future work includes a detailed analysis of the proposed
HRTF-based beamformer design with respect to various head orientations relative to the robot’s body, with respect to the robustness
against estimation errors of the DoA of the desired source, and with
respect to the signal enhancement performance in different acoustic
environments. Moreover, the HRTF-based design will be extended
to the concept of polynomial beamforming [15], to allow for a flexible steering of the beamformer.
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